Fruit Lagoon Summer Pack Competition Terms and Conditions (“T&C’s”)
1. The (“Competition”) is run by Warshay Investments Proprietary Limited trading as KWV,
registration number 2012/018792/07” (“Promoter”).
2. This offer may not be used in conjunction with any other offer of the Promoter.
3. The Competition dates (21/11/2020 to 30/11/2020) and Entry Mechanics (Like Fruit Lagoon's
Facebook OR Instagram page. Tag 3 friends in the comments section of the competition posts on
Facebook OR Instagram. Add your Fruit Lagoon flavour emoji.) to be found in the relevant
Competition announcements.
4. Entrants must like Fruit Lagoon Facebook page OR follow Fruit Lagoon on Instagram on the day of
the winner selection and must have tagged minimum of 3 friends in the comments section of the
competition announcement posts on Facebook and Instagram. The applicable Fruit Lagoon emoji
must appear in the post or any fruit emoji.
5. Competition closes at 17:00 on 30 November 2020.
6. Winners will be announced via posts, on the Fruit Lagoon Facebook and Instagram pages within
two weeks of the closing date.
7. Multiple entries are not allowed.
8. Competition running in South Africa only.
9. The Competition is open to all persons of 18 (eighteen) years or older and resident in South Africa,
except the Promoter's directors, partners, employees, agents, consultants and their immediate
families.
10. Participation by all entrants (“Entrants”) constitutes acceptance of these Rules.
11. The prize constitutes of 1 x 750ml bottle of Fruit Lagoon Strawberry Daiquiri, 1 x 750ml bottle of
Fruit Lagoon Pina Colada, 1 x 750ml bottle of Fruit Lagoon Margarita and 1 x 750ml bottle of Fruit
Lagoon Mojito for 1 lucky winner (as per competition announcement) on Facebook and Instagram.
There will be a total of 2 winners.
12. Should the prizes referred to above, for any reason whatsoever, become unavailable, the
Promotors may in their sole discretion award a similar prize in value.
13. Prizes are not transferable and are not negotiable.
14. The prize winners will be selected randomly or as explained in the competition announcement
post and prize winners will be notified immediately thereafter through online communication (email,
DM or private inbox message, story post, page post, comment tag). If any prize winner’s contact
details are no longer valid or the prize winner does not respond to messages, he or she will forfeit
the prize.
15. These Rules may be amended by notification at any time during the Competition.
16. The prize is exclusively for the prize winner and is not transferable, not exchangeable and cannot
be exchanged for its cash value.
17. The prize winner must agree to provide valid proof of identification when receiving the prize.

18. The Promoter may make media announcements / publications of the names / photographs of
any prize winner/s, provided that any prize winner/s may expressly elect to decline this.
19. The Promoter reserves the right to carry out audits in respect of any prize winner/s to verify their
eligibility to win such prize/s.
20. All Entrants and prize winners hereby indemnify the Promoter and its agents, against any / all
claims for any injury, loss or damages, whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise, arising
from any cause whatsoever from their participation in any way howsoever in this Competition.
21. These Rules are also available at www.kwv.co.za.
22. This competition is in no way endorsed or affiliated with Facebook or Instagram.

